WELCOME!
Reminder

- We lost volunteers and muscle memory during the pandemic
- We largely managed to run 2023 smoothly
- 2024 should be much better, but stuff might still break
Please volunteer!

- Sign up at [https://volunteers.fosdem.org/](https://volunteers.fosdem.org/)
- As is tradition: If you help clean up Sunday evening
  - Keep all network cable you remove under staff guidance
  - Dinner for all teardown volunteers on Sunday night starting between 22:00 to 24:00
If you need help / who does what

- Yellow shirts: FOSDEM staff
- Blue shirts: Devroom managers (specific to a devroom)
- Green shirts: Video team
- Orange shirts: Volunteers for ALL the things

NB: Shirt order got messed up, not all of us might be color-coded
Infodesk

- [Link](https://nav.fosdem.org/l/c:1:133.0:269.65/)
  - Conference booklet
  - Maps
  - Donations
  - Questions
- Matrix: infodesk:fosdem.org
- Email: info@fosdem.org
FOSDEM
- IPv6-only - first non-network large-scale conference network to be so
- NAT64 & DNS64
- Fix yo bugs!

FOSDEM-Dualstack
- IPv4 & IPv6

Lightning talk track, H.2215 (Ferrer), Sunday 16:25

These are open networks – Encrypt your traffic
Social interaction

HALLWAY TRACK – WEEEEEeeeeeee!!!!

- **Matrix (primary)**
  - [https://chat.fosdem.org/](https://chat.fosdem.org/)
  - You can use your own account..
  - ..or register a temporary one with us

- **IRC (reasonable effort)**
  - ircs://irc.libera.chat
  - [https://web.libera.chat/](https://web.libera.chat/)

[https://fosstodon.org/@fosdem](https://fosstodon.org/@fosdem)
Welcome to FOSDEM 2024!

Welcome to our fully virtual version of the ULB, thanks to the amazing people at Matrix.org! FOSDEM is spread out over a lot of rooms at chat.fosdem.org. Use the webapp for the best experience.

Visit the main conference floor to see all rooms or visit the schedule to find out what’s on in each room. Then click on your favourite room, sit back and enjoy the talk.

Confused? Unsure how to proceed? Visit the practical information page, look in the FAQ or talk to a human at the Infodesk!

FOSDEM 2024 Conference Space

To the main tracks
To the devrooms
Like and subscribe!

#FOSDEM

https://fosstodon.org/@fosdem

(I’ll post the photo from the opening talk soon)
Schedule

- [https://fosdem.org/schedule/](https://fosdem.org/schedule/)
- [https://fosdem.org/schedule/mobile/](https://fosdem.org/schedule/mobile/)
- Native App(lication)s for
  - Android
  - KDE Plasma
  - Qt
  - Sailfish
  - GTK

Someone do Apple?
Schedule

- 862 events (+118)
- 933 speakers (+146)
- 67 tracks/devrooms
- 62 project stands (+5)
- 32 lightning talks (-5)
Schedule - Devrooms

Schedule - Devrooms

Schedule - Stands

https://fosdem.org/stands/

Please use the cafeteria: [https://nav.fosdem.org/l/chez_theo/](https://nav.fosdem.org/l/chez_theo/)

- We didn’t have enough rooms this year (as always)
- Old hacker room is reserved

DO NOT ENTER
Etiquette

- Form an orderly queue (but don't block pathways!)
- Follow instructions from staff & volunteers
- Staff & volunteers may be in a hurry – make way when you can
- Consider letting staff & volunteers skip the food queue

Staff & volunteers will do food runs for Infodesk/NOC/VOC – they will skip the food queues for that purpose
Sorry, this room is full!

Watch the live stream on fosdem.org/schedule/streaming!

Find other rooms on nav.fosdem.org.
Feedback

There are feedback links throughout the schedule

feedback@fosdem.org
First Aid

- [https://nav.fosdem.org/l/a:985/](https://nav.fosdem.org/l/a:985/)
- Red cross
- Building K, level 2, corridor to the right
Health & Safety

- Some of you are sick, right now
  - Some with COVID-19
- Some of you will fall sick while here
  - Some with COVID-19
- Some of you will fall sick at home
  - Some with COVID-19
Health & Safety

- FOSDEM flu is real
  - Personally speaking, I have been ill after 50%+ of my FOSDEMs
- Wearing masks is optional, but recommended
- We have free masks at the infodesk

If you feel sick, go to your hotel/home, and stay there.
25 years celebration

● If you have old FOSDEM (or OSDEM) shirts, please bring them next year
  ○ The older the more important
  ○ Staff, volunteer, etc shirts, too
● If you grew out of them, consider bringing them for old or new friends who fit
● We will figure out a group photo on **Sunday, next year**
Code of Conduct

- [https://fosdem.org/practical/conduct/](https://fosdem.org/practical/conduct/)
- conduct@fosdem.org
- +32 2 788 74 73
- Ask any staff
Thanks

- All volunteers
- All devroom managers
- All speakers
- All staff
Sponsors

- Google
- Red Hat
- arm
- centreon
- CISCO
- CodeThink
- colt
- dstny
- Element
- Open Nebula
- Huawei
- Eclipse Foundation
- draw.io
- ULB
Donations

Your donation makes FOSDEM happen

Make your donation at infodesk H or K

https://fosdem.org/support/donate/
Thanks You!

FOSDEM
2024
Have fun
Be excellent to each other